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We hear all the time about people falling for scams. Most of us who have been in banking for a while

figure we have heard everything. We heard of a new scam recently, and some pretty sophisticated

folks fell for it, so it presents a cautionary tale. Given the popularity of online shopping, many people

have gifts delivered directly to them. Banks should warn customers to proceed carefully in the case of

deliveries that seem a little odd.

In this instance, the customer was scammed following a phone call from "Express Couriers" asking if

they would be home to receive a delivery. The caller said that the delivery would arrive in roughly an

hour. Sure enough, a uniformed delivery man arrived with a beautiful basket of flowers and wine. In

this instance, it was not holiday season and there was no particular occasion for a gift. The customer

was intrigued and asked who it was from. The delivery man said he didn't know and that a card would

arrive separately. He then went on to explain that because the gift contained alcohol, there was a

$3.50 "delivery charge" as proof the package had been delivered to an adult, and not just left on the

doorstep.

This sounded reasonable so the customer offered cash. The delivery man then said that the company

couldn't accept cash and required payment by credit or debit card so that everything could be

properly accounted for. The customer produced a card, swiped it through a mobile card machine that

looked much like the machines UPS and FedEx carry. The delivery man then asked that the PIN be

punched in and for the security code off the back of the card. A receipt was even printed out.

Following the delivery over the next four days, some $4,000 was withdrawn from various ATM

machines against the customer's account. The "mobile payment machine" the delivery man carried

seems to have downloaded all the information necessary to create a dummy card from the swipe, the

PIN and the security number. In the end the bank account was closed, the police were notified, and it

turned out the same scam had been reported elsewhere in the city.

As we review the mistakes this customer made, we perhaps are thinking to ourselves, how silly of

them to give that information. Nothing is that easy though. Consider first the sophistication of the

setup. The delivery guy had a machine, a uniform and a well thought out story. Beyond that, anyone

who travels abroad knows it is standard practice with a chip and PIN card to punch in the PIN as an

identifier to use the card. No one should ever give out the security code of course.

In the end, the biggest lesson during the holiday season is that while unexpected presents may well

show up on the doorstep, don't ever give out card information unless you made the purchase yourself

or know who it is from. We can think of very few instances where there would be a delivery charge in

order to receive a gift - what sort of friend is that?

The difficulty is that the transition to electronic payment and tracking devices has been so rapid that

it is difficult even for professionals like bankers to keep up, much less customers.

Community banks often send out holiday cards or email, so it's a great time to remind customers to

be careful and to share examples of well executed scams - such as this one - as a warning. Remind

your customers to be sure to take a good look inside the mouth of any unexpected gift horse.

Ho Ho Ho - Watch Out For Holiday Scams
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BANK NEWS

Bank Closed

(18 YTD): Regulators closed: Northern Star Bank ($19mm, MN) and sold it to BankVista ($135mm,

MN) under a P&A agreement. BankVista gets 2 branches as well as all of the deposits (will pay a

1.06% premium) and essentially all of the assets.

M&A

Weymouth Bank ($212mm, MA) will acquire Equitable Co-operative Bank ($106mm, MA) for an

undisclosed sum.

M&A

Cornerstone Bank ($1.3B, NE) will acquire North Loup Valley Bank ($20mm, NE) for an undisclosed

sum.

M&A

Citibank will sell its Peru subsidiary with 8 branches and 130k customers to Bank of Novia Sotia for an

undisclosed sum. This move is part of Citi's plan to streamline its operations.

Banking

The latest Fed report finds loans at US banks grew to 7.87T, an annualized 8.2% in Nov vs. 6.8% in

Q3. Meanwhile, deposits increased by an annualized 10.4% vs. 5.7% in Q3. The Fed reported loans

and leases at the 25 largest banks increased 5.6% annualized in Nov vs. 7.6% for the rest of the

industry. Most of the loan growth was in C&I (+13.6%), while CRE was flat.

CRA Test

Regulators have increased the asset size threshold used to define a small bank for CRA purposes as

one that as of Dec 31 of either of the prior 2Ys has assets of $1.22B. Meanwhile, an intermediate

small bank is defined as a bank with at least $305mm in assets but less than $1.22B for the same

period.

Interesting Idea

First Community Bank ($897mm, AR) has launched a new program that allows customers to insure

property left in safe deposit boxes. The insurance does not require the customer to disclose the

contents of the box and will pay out the customer in the event of manmade or natural disaster

catastrophes.

Mobile Banking

A study by Bain finds mobile banking interactions are now 35% of total customer interactions with

banks (#1 method), surpassing online, ATM and branch visits.

Economic Growth

The Fed is projecting GDP growth of 2.4% for 2014, 2.6% to 3.0% in 2015 and 2.5% to 3.0% for 2016.

Net Worth

The Fed reports the average Baby Boomer's household net worth was $143k at the end of 2013

compared to $200k in 2007 (about 29% lower than the peak).
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